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Of Different Complexions: Religious Diversity and National Identity
in James II’s Toleration Campaign*
by Scott Sowerby

One of the most remarkable speeches ever given by an English monarch was delivered by
James II in the city of Chester on 27 August 1687. This speech deserves the attention of
historians but has never been published, surviving only in a first-hand account written by
a Cheshire gentleman in his diary. That diary has been held for the past eighty years in
the municipal archives of Liverpool.1 Like many similar diaries, it largely consists of an
unembellished record of the diarist’s daily appointments as he called on his neighbours.
An unusually long entry for 27 August 1687 was uncovered by the present author, buried
among the briefer accounts of the diarist’s social engagements. This entry has not been
cited in any of the standard published works on James II’s reign and has gone largely
unnoticed, with the exception of a passing mention in an unpublished dissertation on the
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politics of Cheshire.2 The royal remarks recorded in the diary entry deserve greater
attention than they have heretofore received as they provide insights into several aspects
of English history, including the formation of national identity, the character of political
rhetoric and perceptions of difference in skin colour.
Little attention has been paid to James II’s electoral tour of the western counties
of England in the summer of 1687, of which the visit to Chester was a part. His tour was
designed to allay protestant suspicions of his motives as a catholic king and to encourage
the election of Members of Parliament who would support religious toleration.3 It is
possible that his speech at Chester was not unique and was simply his standard stump
speech. There are hints in other sources that suggest this may have been the case.4
Whether or not the speech was unique, the newly uncovered diary entry is now the fullest
extant account of what the king was saying on his tour. Although the account is highly
mediated, being recorded by a gentleman in his diary at least two hours after the address
was given, other comparable sources of the king’s thoughts on politics are also heavily
mediated.5 Very few letters and papers in James II’s own hand survive from the period
of his reign. His address at Chester provides the clearest evidence yet uncovered of what
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Oct. 1688.
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he thought was the purpose of his electoral tour, who he hoped to persuade and what
community he reckoned would respond to his rhetoric.
James II’s wider efforts on behalf of toleration are well known and have been
scrutinised by several generations of historians. Most historians have taken their cue
from Thomas Babington Macaulay, who asserted that the April 1687 Declaration for
Liberty of Conscience was ‘unconstitutional’ and that the king by issuing it had
‘trespassed’ on the right of Parliament to make laws. Some have questioned whether
James’s commitment to toleration was sincere and permanent, or whether it was merely
temporary and tactical. The king, it is contended, did not show much sympathy for
protestant nonconformists in his early years, and his campaign for a broad-based
toleration can be seen as a ruse to obtain political cover for the toleration of Catholics.6
Other historians have argued for the king’s sincerity, in part because of his continued
promotion of toleration after his overthrow in the Revolution of 1688-9.7 The debate
over the king’s motives has tended to dominate any discussion of his reign.
Either side in this debate could claim the king’s address at Chester as evidence for
its position. The speech could be read as a document that shows the sincerity of James’s
commitment to religious toleration. Or it could be read as a document that shows the
extent to which he was prepared to be devious. Neither reading is adequate. To read the
6
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speech solely for the information it might divulge about the purity of the king’s motives
would be to underrate its importance. The address was a work of political rhetoric
designed to persuade its audience.8 Whether sincere or devious in intent, its language
illuminates larger questions about the nature of identity formation in early modern
England. In his speech the king articulated a new form of collective belonging that was
predicated on a novel understanding of English identity. He implicitly challenged the
dominant mode of national identity formation in early modern England, one that was
based on the primacy of Protestantism.9 By placing this speech in context, one can
demonstrate that English national identity in the late seventeenth century was plural.
Different Englishmen and women held different beliefs about what characteristics
defined their nation. The Revolution of 1688-9, moreover, which has been construed as a
rising of the English nation in defense of English norms, can be reconceived as a contest
between two English communities, each holding to a different sense of English national
identity.
The immediate context of the king’s speech can be summarised as follows.
Several Whig leaders from Cheshire were introduced to the king. James exchanged
greetings with them before addressing them. His address took the form of a staged
dialogue. His interlocutor in this dialogue was Sir William Williams, the solicitor
general, who had formerly been the Speaker of the House of Commons and a Whig
Member of Parliament for Chester. The king explained his policy of religious toleration
8
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and urged his audience to support it. The solicitor general closed the event by suggesting
that all those present should back pro-toleration candidates in the anticipated
parliamentary elections.
The king’s remarks at Chester are important enough to bear quoting at length.
The diarist recording those remarks was Sir Willoughby Aston, a 47-year-old Cheshire
baronet affiliated with the Whig group in local politics.10 Sir Willoughby had shown
little enthusiasm for the king’s religious policies and most likely opposed them. In his
diary entry for 27 August 1687, he noted the following:
. . . we went to the Miter,11 where Lord Brandon, Lord Delamere Sir Thomas
Mainwaring, Sir Thomas Delves, Sir Robert Ducconfield Brother Offley etc.12 we
went to Court13 where Lord President Sunderland presented us to the King Lord
Brandon telling our names. The King sayd he had not seen such an appearance of
Gentry a great while,14 Lord Del[amere] told him we did not only appear there in
Person but with our hearts and affections, or to that Effect. the King sayd he
hoped so and our Countenances expressed no less, he told us he hoped we would
join with him in endeavouring to set aside all animosities, and distinctions of
parties and names, which would be done by removing the occasions, which were
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the Penall Laws and tests,15 and when he should think fit to call a Parliament, he
hoped we would send him such men as would join with him in taking them away,
that we might all agree and be easie. Williams made some reply that unity was
better than Uniformity, and he hoped all would unite in being good subjects to his
Majestie. the King sayd he had as soon as he could graunted [sic] a toleration,
and hoped we would join with him in making a magna Charta for Conscience as
well as properties and other liberties, he was sure no man should be debarr[e]d of
either while he lived,16 suppose said he there should be a law made that all black
men should be imprisoned, twould be unreasonable and we had as little reason to
quarell [sic] with other men for being of different opinions as for being of
different Complexions, desired we should shew our selfs Englishmen, and he was
sure no Englishman could desire to see others persecuted for differences of
opinion, and therefore again told us, the way to reconcile all differences was to
take of[f] those Lawes which made men uneasie under them and deprived them of
theyr Rights. to this Williams replyed as near as I can remember in these very
words. Sir the indulgence is a probationary Law at present, and when your
Majestie shall think fit to call a Parliament I doubt not but they will consider very
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The Elizabethan and Jacobean penal laws assessed various penalties and fines on those who absented
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well of it -- I went then with Sir Thomas Main[waring] and Sir John Corbet to Mr
Kenricks Hous[e] where they lay and thence home . . .17
Bringing together elements from several political languages, the king argued for religious
toleration on three separate grounds: that it was mandated by natural law, that it was an
appropriate extension of the long-standing rights of Englishmen and that an Englishman
who properly understood his own nature as an Englishman would support it. With these
arguments, the king integrated different modes of discourse, including those of natural
law and English constitutional law, to form a polyglot political language.18 Mark Goldie
has recently observed that English political thought in the age of John Locke was marked
by syntheses of contractarian natural jurisprudence and notions of a constitution said to
derive from Saxon origins.19 Many politicians moved freely between these idioms, and
James II was no exception.
Perhaps the most original of the king’s three propositions was his argument from
natural law. As Aston recorded it, the king said ‘suppose . . . there should be a law made
that all black men should be imprisoned, twould be unreasonable and we had as little
reason to quarell [sic] with other men for being of different opinions as for being of
different Complexions’. The king here made reference to a transcendent law of reason
against which temporal laws could be tested and found reasonable or unreasonable. He
17
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challenged his audience to compare various statutes against this law of reason.
Specifically, he asked them to imagine a law that would require all black men to be
imprisoned. Such a law would offend natural justice. He then suggested that a law
restricting the freedom of men holding certain shades of opinion, here meaning religious
opinion, was analogous to a law restricting the freedom of men possessing a certain shade
to their complexions. If one was offensive to natural justice, the other was as well. The
king’s rhetoric relied upon his audience’s agreeing with him that a law imprisoning all
black men would be unreasonable.
In order for this chain of reasoning to bear the weight of the larger argument, the
audience must have known what James meant by the ‘complexion’ of ‘black men’. Skin
tone or colouring was only one of several possible meanings of the word ‘complexion’ in
early modern England. The word was also used in humoral theory to denote the
underlying mixture of the four humours that prevailed in any given individual.
Complexions, in this sense, could be described as sanguine, choleric, melancholy, or
phlegmatic; but they were not usually described as ‘black’. The term ‘complexion’ was
also used in a looser sense to refer to a person’s temperament. Blackness of complexion,
then, might denote someone who was immoral or who had a faulty character.20 But this
definition of ‘complexion’ does not fit the king’s argument. If blackness of complexion
were, for James, immorality of character, then in arguing for its toleration he would have
been arguing for the toleration of wickedness. He would, moreover, have been equating
religious nonconformity with immorality. Neither of these arguments would have
advanced his case. It is more likely that the king was referring to skin tone when he
20
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referred to ‘complexions’ and that his audience would have understood this to be his
meaning. His general argument, then, would be that certain personal traits, including
religious opinions and skin colour, were beyond punishment or blame and should be
tolerated rather than quarreled with.
The hinge of the king’s argument was the notion that the two personal
characteristics of religious opinion and complexion were comparable. The nature of that
comparison, though not stated explicitly in the text, can be inferred from the substance of
the argument. The basis of the analogy would appear to be that both religious opinion
and complexion were involuntary. Neither of these characteristics were chosen, and so
the individuals who possessed them could not reasonably be punished or stigmatised for
them, either through imprisonment by law or ‘quarreling’ by individuals.
By suggesting that religious opinions were involuntary the king had moved onto
contentious terrain. This was terrain he had visited before. He asserted in his
Declaration for Liberty of Conscience that persecution was ineffective and had proved
incapable of inducing a uniformity of belief in the nation. Opponents of religious
persecution often maintained that religious beliefs, or religious ‘opinions’ as they were
sometimes called, could not readily be altered by methods of compulsion because no
person could easily change them. Persecution, then, would induce at most a kind of
hypocrisy where people were forced to make public statements that they did not truly
believe.21 Defenders of persecution conceded at times that belief itself was involuntary,
but they argued that the pathway to belief was, nevertheless, chosen. The experience of
persecution was effective in changing minds, they contended, in that it provided an
21
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occasion for the persecuted to receive education and to contemplate whether their original
beliefs had been true.22
It is surprising to find James arguing that religious opinions were involuntary
given that he himself had changed his religion in the early 1670s by joining the Church of
Rome. He seems to have convinced himself that his early life as a Protestant was merely
a period of rote obedience to a faith he neither internalized nor understood. Thus by
converting he had not chosen to trade one belief for another; instead, he had exchanged
an unexamined habit for a true belief.23 He may also have felt that his conversion had
been involuntary, that it had been compelled by unimpeachable logic or by the power of
God and thus he had not chosen it of his own free will. He once described himself as
having become a Catholic despite all its political disadvantages because ‘being fully
convinced he could resist no longer’.24 This was a common argument in the seventeenth
century: Thomas Hobbes argued that religious belief is ‘not voluntary’ because it can
only be altered by ‘the power of God’. James appears to have believed that he was
incapable of returning to the protestant faith even if he wanted to: he had become
convinced by Catholicism and that conviction was now fixed unalterably in his mind.25

22
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The tolerationist line of reasoning about the involuntary character of religious
belief led to analogies that anticipated in form, if not entirely in content, the comparison
made by James. Sir William Temple wrote in 1673 that:
Belief is no more in a man’s power, than his Stature or his Feature; And he that
tells me, I must change my Opinion for his, because ‘tis the truer and the better,
without other Arguments, that have to me the force of conviction, May as well tell
me, I must change my gray eyes for others like his that are black . . .26
John Locke in his Letter Concerning Toleration, composed in the winter of 1685, wrote
that laws penalising forms of religious belief were as egregious as laws that made
distinctions ‘between men and men, upon account of their different Complexions,
Shapes, and Features, so that those who have black Hair (for example) or gray Eyes,
should not enjoy the same Privileges as other Citizens’.27 James’s analogy was similar in
form to Temple’s and Locke’s, breaking new ground in that it referred to ‘black men’
rather than men with black hair or black eyes.
It is unclear whether in referring to ‘black men’ James meant Africans or whether
he meant Englishmen of a dark and swarthy complexion. Either meaning was possible in
contemporary usage. One common expression held that swarthy men and fair women
preferred each other, as in Shakespeare’s Two Gentlemen of Verona where Proteus notes
that ‘Black men are pearls in beauteous ladies’ eyes’. Similarly Hugh Holland wrote that
‘in faire womens eyes | Blacke men seeme pearles’, while Margaret Cavendish had it that
26

Sir William Temple, Observations upon the United Provinces of the Netherlands (London, 1673, Wing
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‘the Usual Saying was, that Black men Liked and Loved Fair women best’.28 Aside from
this saying, however, Europeans with dark complexions were rarely described
collectively as ‘black men’ in early modern England while Africans were often described
collectively as ‘black men’.29 The complexion of Africans was, moreover, frequently
employed as a symbol of immutability in the early modern period. One saying used by
dramatists was the proverb that ‘to undertake to wash a Black, [is to] Labour in vain.’30
Versions of this proverb can be found in the plays of John Webster, Thomas Dekker and
John Fletcher and in the works of John Bunyan, who wrote in Pilgrim’s Progress that
‘they saw one Fool, and one Want-Wit, washing of an Ethiopian with intention to make
him white, but the more they washed him, the blacker he was.’31 A London pub called
‘The Labor in Vayne’ issued trade tokens in the mid-seventeenth century depicting two
women washing a black man.32 The proverb had its origins in classical and Biblical
28
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tropes, as in the prophet Jeremiah’s rhetorical question ‘Can the Ethiopian change his
skin, or the leopard his spots?’33
At the same time other tropes circulating in early modern England suggested that
complexions were changeable. The notion of an indelible blackness of complexion might
be parodied, as when Queen Anne and her attendants were painted black in the first
performance of Ben Jonson’s Masque of Blackness in 1605 and her husband King James
was accorded the power to turn them white. Jonson, inverting the usual proverb, wrote
that the king was like a sun whose enlightening beams were able ‘To blanch an Ethiop’.34
Early modern natural philosophers queried whether skin colour was fixed by heredity or
whether it could be altered by exposure to sunlight. Some argued that complexions could
change permanently under the influence of climate.35 James might have been aware of
these arguments that skin colour was mutable under certain climatic conditions. If he
meant to invoke these claims, the analogy he was drawing would have been rendered
even more apt. Religious belief, then, would be like skin tone in that it was both
involuntary and mutable; any alterations that occurred in one’s complexion were, like
alterations of religious belief, a result not of conscious choice but of the influence of God
or the influence of the climate in which one lived.

690-1, 781; S.C. Chew, The Crescent and the Rose: Islam and England during the Renaissance (New
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With his analogy James enunciated a principle of colour-blind justice, contending
that it would be unreasonable to quarrel with a man because of his complexion or to
imprison a ‘black’ man because of the tone of his skin. This would be so whether the
king meant to refer to Africans or to swarthy Englishmen when he spoke of ‘black men’;
in either case he was arguing against a form of discrimination based on skin colour. But
even if he meant to refer to Africans, he was not necessarily making an abolitionist
statement. He did not refer explicitly to slavery in his speech, referring instead to the
possibility of ‘imprisonment’. He had, moreover, shown no abolitionist leanings in his
private business dealings. As Governor of the Royal African Company for the quarter
century after its foundation in 1672, he presided over the expansion of English
involvement in the Atlantic slave trade. He was the single largest shareholder in the
Royal African Company and he possessed a North African slave in the 1670s. These
activities were a source of personal profit for James and they do not appear to have
troubled his conscience.36
Little is known, however, of the king’s understanding of slavery. It is possible
that some element in his thinking would allow him to make a categorical statement
against colour-based prejudice without repudiating his activities in support of slavery.
He may, for instance, have believed that black men and women were being enslaved as
individuals rather than as a class and that their skin colour was not the reason for their
enslaved status. One line of argument at the time held that African slaves had been
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captured by their enemies in just wars on the African continent and thus, according to a
particular reading of international law, had forfeited their freedom. John Locke advanced
this idea in his Second Treatise on Government when he defined slavery as ‘the State of
War continued, between a lawful Conqueror, and a Captive’.37 Some historians have
contended that the early transatlantic slave trade was conducted without much reference
to skin colour and that racism was only later developed as a justification for the continued
enslavement of Africans in the eighteenth century. If James believed that his slavetrading activities were not directed against black men in general, he could invoke a
colour-blind principle of justice at Chester without self-contradiction. His remarks could
then be taken as corroborating the argument made by some historians that the early
transatlantic slave trade, as practiced by some Englishmen, was not predicated on a racial
hierarchy in which men and women with darker complexions were seen as candidates for
enslavement principally because of the colour of their skin.38

The king’s speech was remarkable in its use of two novel analogies. One analogy
compared a law penalising religious nonconformity and a law penalising black men.
James thus associated the laws he was seeking to overturn with a variety of prejudice that
he assumed his audience would reject. The other compared his project for toleration and
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the Magna Carta signed by King John in 1215. James thus associated the ideas he was
seeking to promote with a revered document that he knew his audience would value.
With these two analogies he depicted his toleration project as representing the best
impulses of his audience and not the worst. This was inventive rhetoric, and it is
surprising to find it voiced by a monarch who has not gone down in history as a Cicero or
a Demosthenes.39
With his second analogy the king drew together the distinct political languages of
constitutionalism and contractarian jurisprudence, thereby putting the language of the
ancient constitution to a new purpose: his Magna Carta would effectively be a new social
contract.40 As Aston wrote, the king said that he ‘hoped we would join with him in
making a magna Charta for Conscience as well as properties and other liberties, he was
sure no man should be debarr[e]d of either while he lived’. The analogy itself was
inexact for the Magna Carta of 1215 had been imposed on King John by a baronial revolt,
while King James was pressing his own charter on a somewhat diffident nation.
Nevertheless, James gained a rhetorical advantage by cloaking his proposals in language
that indicated his fealty to the original Magna Carta. He presented his project not as
something that was radically new but as something that would extend liberties that had
long been enjoyed, not as a set of mandates but as a movement for reform that he hoped
his subjects would join. The tone of the address at Chester was more beseeching than
commanding. If Aston’s recollection was correct, the king did not order his subjects to
follow him; he ‘hoped’, rather, that they would ‘join with’ him. This was conciliatory
39
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rhetoric with a defensive purpose. His opponents had alleged that his proposals would
unsettle the titles to the abbey lands confiscated by Henry VIII, thereby allowing the
Church of Rome to wrest them from their current owners. Such a result would violate the
property rights guaranteed by the Magna Carta. The king was aware of these allegations;
to counter them he co-opted the language of constitutionalism for his own campaign.41
James did not argue at Chester that religious toleration was a right guaranteed by
the ancient constitution of England; indeed, he implicitly conceded that the constitution
as it currently stood did not encompass any such right. His rhetorical strategy was to
elevate liberty of conscience to the status of a right that ought to be guaranteed in the
same way as private property. He reinforced this point later in his speech when he
asserted that ‘the way to reconcile all differences was to take of[f] those Lawes which
made men uneasie under them and deprived them of theyr Rights.’ The concept of
‘rights’ was, like the Magna Carta, an idea that bridged natural jurisprudence and
constitutional law. Those rights could be taken to be the rights of men as secured by
natural law or, alternatively, the rights of Englishmen as secured by their constitution. It
is possible that the king was referring to both senses of the word with deliberate
ambiguity. Whichever meaning he intended, his use of the term ‘rights’ was a clear
statement of the conception of liberty that Isaiah Berlin was later to term ‘negative’
liberty: the notion of a freedom from the coercive power of other human beings.42 The
41
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king conceived of the ‘lawes’ as a burden that made his subjects ‘uneasie’; his toleration
project would ease that burden by taking off the statutes that ‘deprived’ his people of
their ‘rights’. In this conception of liberty, statutes enforced by governments were
instruments of coercion that could deprive individuals of rights guaranteed by a
transcendent natural law. In the particular instance to which the king was referring, the
statutes that oppressed the English people were the penal laws and Test Acts while the
right being violated was their right to liberty of conscience.
The proposed Magna Carta for liberty of conscience was a touchstone of James
II’s rhetoric in 1687 and 1688. He spoke of it on at least ten separate occasions.43 His
first known use of the expression came in April 1687, four months before his remarks at
Chester, when he informed a group of Presbyterians that he ‘heartily wished there was A
Magna Charta for Liberty of Conscience as well as for their Properties’.44 Earlier in that
same month, a similar expression had appeared in a tract that advocated ‘another Great
Charter, to bury all our Prejudices, and Establish a lasting Civil union among the
Inhabitants of this Ancient and Famous Kingdom.’ This tract has been attributed to
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William Penn.45 It is possible that the king picked up his new expression in conversation
with Penn, the Quaker tolerationist and founder of Pennsylvania who was his close
confidant. He was known to listen carefully to what Penn had to say; when asked once
why he spent time with the Quaker, he replied that Penn ‘talk’d Ingeniously’ and that he
‘heard him willingly’.46
William Penn was an intellectual architect of the king’s toleration project and one
of its leading exponents.47 The Quaker had long been a champion of constitutional
reform, both in his frame of government for Pennsylvania and in his political writings.
As he wrote in 1675, ‘England’s Circumstances are greatly changed, and they require
new Expedients’.48 The key reform would be religious toleration which would secure the
property rights of nonconformists, thereby increasing the nation’s industriousness while
reducing the anger that fueled opposition movements.49 Penn argued that the
confiscation of goods and money from dissenters constituted a violation of their rights to
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private property as guaranteed by the Magna Carta.50 From this claim it was a short step
to his subsequent argument that the laws of England should guarantee liberty of
conscience as well as property rights. As early as 1679 he had described a proposed new
law securing religious liberty as a kind of ‘Magna Charta’.51
This phrase was picked up again by Penn and his friend James in 1687.52 The
Quaker drew large crowds to his speeches that year, in part because he was seen as a
public spokesman for the crown. He defended the king’s Declaration for Liberty of
Conscience before an audience of three thousand in Bristol, a sizeable crowd given that
the city’s population was no more than twenty-five thousand.53 He spoke to large,
religiously diverse crowds on a tour across England in the summer of 1687.54 He
accompanied James on his electoral tour and gave speeches along the route. He was
willing to speak uninvited in marketplaces even when that attracted hostile attention, as at
Shrewsbury where the citizenry cried him down.55 At Chester he held forth in a local
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theatre where ‘above a thousand people’ came to hear him defend liberty of conscience.56
Although attendance at a meeting does not necessarily entail support for a political
agenda, the large crowds drawn by the Quaker leader suggest a certain amount of popular
enthusiasm for the tolerationist policies he was advocating.
By the end of the year Penn’s idea of a new Magna Carta for liberty of conscience
had been widely popularised.57 In the eyes of many the new charter would be a new form
of collective belonging. Pamphlets published by the king’s followers developed the
contractarian logic inherent in the idea. One author proposed the institution of a ‘new
test’ whereby every adult male in the kingdom would swear annually to ‘observe and
keep Unviolable’ the ‘new Magna Charta’ for liberty of conscience. These oaths would
be sworn on the king’s birthday. In a nod to Penn, the author made an exception for
Quakers and others who were unable to swear an oath; they would be permitted to make
an affirmation instead.58 One Whig journalist in the king’s pay wrote in September 1687
that liberty of conscience was everyone’s concern, not just the concern of a few: ‘For if it
be not General, it cannot be Effectual; But by a General Security equally including All
Parties, the Fears and Jealousies of Each must vanish’. To institute this general security,
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the king and Parliament should enact a new law declaring that ‘Liberty of Conscience is
part of the Constitution of this Kingdom’, and that anyone who endeavored ‘to undermine
or subvert such [a] Settlement, shall be adjudg’d Criminal, and liable to such Penalties as
shall be thought fit’.59 These proposals were similar in certain respects to the social
contract outlined by Thomas Hobbes in his Leviathan thirty years earlier. The idea of a
general security underpinned by the consent of every citizen had been advanced by
Hobbes when he proposed a ‘Covenant of every man with every man’ that would remove
the fears and insecurities occasioned by life in the state of nature. The proposal to
impose penalties on those who broke the new social contract was reflected in Hobbes’s
dictum that after the formation of a commonwealth ‘he that dissented must now consent
with the rest . . . or else justly be destroyed by the rest.’60 If these Hobbesian methods
had been followed, the establishment of liberty of conscience would paradoxically have
ushered in a new era of persecution. Punishments would have been meted out on
political rather than religious grounds, but this would have been persecution nonetheless,
as those who refused to subscribe to the new social contract came under penalty.

The king made appeals at Chester both to natural law and to the rights of Englishmen in
urging the establishment of a permanent liberty of conscience. To these he added an
appeal to his audience’s sense of national pride. According to Aston, the king said that
he ‘desired we should shew our selfs Englishmen, and he was sure no Englishman could
59
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desire to see others persecuted for differences of opinion’. With this statement, the king
elevated national identity above other forms of collective identity in England. He was
responding to a situation in which his subjects had divided into competing groups, the
‘animosities and distinctions of parties and names’ that he alluded to earlier in his
address. By referring to ‘animosities’ the king hinted at the divisions that had caused
conformists to persecute nonconformists. The ‘distinctions of parties and names’ had
been sharpened by the Whig and Tory parties that came into being over the previous
decade. The king at Chester steered his subjects away from thinking of themselves
primarily as Whigs or conformists, Tories or nonconformists, and toward thinking of
themselves first and foremost as English. In modern times political scientists have
posited that inter-group tensions in a diverse society can be reduced if political leaders
articulate an overarching identity that encompasses all members of that society.61 This
was the strategy that James II pursued in 1687.
To execute this strategy, the king needed to advance a definition of English
identity that was broad enough to encompass all English citizens. The dominant concept
of national identity in post-Reformation England did not suit this end, for it was based on
the primacy of Protestantism and the stigmatisation of Catholics. The king omitted any
mention of Protestantism in his address at Chester. He substituted liberty of conscience
as the bedrock principle of English identity. To be English was, therefore, to be tolerant.
Most English Catholics had come to accept the necessity of toleration and could be
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subsumed under this overarching definition of national identity.62 The new definition
was non-sectarian in nature. By calling on his subjects to show themselves to be
‘Englishmen’ and by defining Englishness as essentially tolerant, the king was suggesting
that national identity should trump other forms of collective identity, including religious
affiliation.
A similar idea was expressed by Sir William Williams, the solicitor general, in his
introduction to the king’s speech. According to Aston’s diary the Welsh lawyer stated
that ‘unity was better than Uniformity, and he hoped all would unite in being good
subjects to his Majestie.’ As part of an introduction to an address on toleration, the word
‘uniformity’ had a religious connotation, evoking the 1662 Act of Uniformity that
expelled most Presbyterian ministers from the Church of England. Williams thus
suggested that although the religious composition of the nation was not uniform the
nation could remain united under the crown, with the king serving as the centripetal force
holding it together. The effect of his suggestion was to elide differences between
Protestants and Catholics, subsuming them within an overarching unity that was
grounded on political principle. This was the effect of the king’s speech as well.
James articulated at Chester a version of English national identity that diverged
sharply from the dominant version in post-Reformation England. If the exact nature of
that divergence remains somewhat elusive and difficult to describe, it is in part because
of the poverty of the analytical vocabulary presently available to describe it. The
standard typology developed by political scientists for distinguishing between various
62
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forms of national identity is of limited use when applied to the early modern period.
Students of modern nationalism often compare nations that adopt a ‘civic’ identity based
on voluntary adherence to laws and constitutions with those that adopt an ‘ethnic’ or
‘ethnocultural’ identity based on blood ties or inherited cultural affiliations. This binary
distinction found its classic statement in comparisons of modern France with modern
Germany. In this view post-revolutionary France possessed a ‘civic’ mode of national
identity formation, adhering to a tradition of republican constitutionalism, while
nineteenth-century Germany possessed an ‘ethnic’ mode of identity formation,
privileging blood relations among citizens as the basis for unification and nationhood.63
This typology, once used to describe differences between nations, now tends to be used to
describe differences within nations. Tensions can arise when sub-national groups form
different ideas of the nation. One historian, for instance, has argued that nineteenthcentury France saw a divide between the ‘civic’ nationalism that emerged from the
Revolution of 1789 and a resurgent ‘ethnic or cultural’ nationalism based on Catholicism
and rural folk culture.64
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These interpretive vocabularies are less useful for describing the societies of early
modern Europe, where forms of national identity were typically grounded on religion.
The idea advanced by some historians that forms of national identity based on religion
are somehow ‘ethnic’ or ‘ethnocultural’ is difficult to sustain, as it relies on the premise
that religious belief is largely involuntary and inherited.65 This premise runs counter to
the self-understandings of many early modern men and women. The seventeenth century
in Europe was a period of transition, not yet full of Enlightenment certainty that religious
belief was involuntary and hence ought to be tolerated. Pre-Enlightenment thought often
assigned religious belief to the category of voluntary action, while Enlightenment
thinkers usually assigned religious belief to the category of involuntary action.66 If
religious beliefs were voluntary, they could be adopted just as one might adopt a set of
political beliefs or pledge allegiance to a national constitution. A form of national
identity based on religion could thus be construed as ‘civic’ in nature. The divisions
mapped out by the ‘civic’ versus ‘ethnocultural’ typology are themselves contested,
constructed and historically variable.
Early modern political thinkers often agreed that citizenship ought to be based on
the possession of voluntary characteristics rather than involuntary ones. This was a
feature of the classical heritage as transmitted by the humanists: true citizenship was seen
not as an inherited trait but as a form of virtue that could be pursued and perfected.67 In
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many early modern political debates the pivotal issue was whether a particular attribute
required for full citizenship was in fact a voluntary characteristic. The agenda of James
II’s speech at Chester was precisely to intimate that religious belief is involuntary, that it
ought be tolerated for that reason and that Englishness should not be based on an
involuntary characteristic such as a particular form of religious belief. The speech thus
formed a potent challenge to the way in which English national identity had been
constructed over the previous century, a construction based on a form of religious belief
that was widely believed to be a matter of voluntary choice. The king appears to have
expected that his subjects would sympathize with these arguments. Yet his efforts failed
with the Revolution of 1688-9, which became in part a counter-revolution against his
revolutionary proposals. The efforts by the king to unify his nation behind a new version
of English national identity had an unintended and disastrous consequence: they divided
the nation between different groups espousing different ideals, thereby heightening the
existing divisions within the English polity in the later seventeenth century.

The common thread in James II’s rhetoric at Chester was an appeal to some
higher principle—be it the ancient constitution, natural law or English identity—by
which liberty of conscience could be seen as normative and the penal laws as
unwarranted. The divergent languages of the king’s remarks came together in the idea of
a new Magna Carta for liberty of conscience. With this idea the king appropriated the
language of the ancient constitution and used it to authorise his tolerationist agenda. The
new charter would be the touchstone of English identity, reflecting the innate tolerance,
in James’s view, of the English people. It would subsume within it the divisions between
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competing political and religious groups that had been engendered by the Reformation
and deepened by the Civil Wars. It would be a new social contract that would serve as
the guarantor of the people’s rights by overriding temporal laws that deprived them of
those rights. The king had good reason to use the phrase ‘a Magna Charta for
Conscience’ as often as he did. As a slogan it served to synthesise his arguments and had
the added benefit of undercutting suspicion of his motives by countering any insinuations
that English liberties were not safe under his rule.
Whether the king’s rhetoric would resonate with an unsympathetic audience was
not certain. His arguments were exhortative, not demonstrative. They could be deflected
by anyone who wished to assert that Englishness was not, in fact, based on toleration but
was based on the primacy of the protestant faith as established by law. Sir Willoughby
Aston was just such a man. His attitude to nonconformity was captured in a catchphrase
of his: ‘either Popery would bring in Presbytery, or Presbytery, would bring in Popery’.
His antagonism to both Presbyterianism and Catholicism stemmed from his fear that
either, if left unchecked, would destroy his own Church. He believed that ‘the Church of
England was the only bulwark’ against both and he ‘wish’d it strong enough’ to hold.68
His attitude towards the king’s toleration campaign was indicated by his willingness to
circulate a libellous poem about Sir William Williams after the solicitor general visited
Chester. The poem lampooned Williams as a ‘poor Wretch’ whose ‘lame submission’ to
the king had left him ‘bankrupt in Hon[o]r’.69 Across the country, the Whigs split in
reaction to the king’s campaign, with some supporting it and others opposing it. Among
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the Whig grandees present at the Chester speech, Brandon supported the project while
Delamere opposed it.70 Aston had long been associated with the latter’s party in local
politics, although he did not join Delamere in his cavalry ride across England in
November 1688 in support of the Dutch invasion.71
As a hostile witness, Sir Willoughby had little incentive to make the king look
good by embellishing his words. He might not have chosen to record the speech at all
were it not so unusual for him to meet a sitting monarch. His first opportunity to write
down the king’s remarks would have been at least two hours after the speech, when he
returned home later that evening.72 He himself claimed that his account was reliable, at
least with reference to Sir William Williams’s last comment, which he aimed to set down
‘as near as I can remember in these very words’. Aston employed the device of direct
quotation only with reference to this last phrase and to another phrase of the king’s that
he wrote in the margin of his diary; elsewhere he gave the dialogue in the third person as
part of his retelling of what had happened. Such casualness was appropriate for a diary
entry intended more as an aide-mémoire than a transcript for others to read. This casual
relation unfortunately had the effect of obscuring the original phrasing. It is unclear
whether the king originally stated that ‘we should show ourselves Englishmen’ or that
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‘you should show yourselves Englishmen’, whether he employed the more humble first
person plural or the more peremptory second person plural.
The extent of Aston’s influence on the surviving text might be gauged by
comparing the Chester address with other speeches that the king gave in 1687. Such
comparisons are hindered by the paucity of the surviving evidence and the fact that other
accounts were also taken down by diarists or scribes who may have skewed them in
different ways. Direct and unmediated sources of the king’s thoughts in this period are
rare. His letters are few, and their brevity suggests that the king, unlike his grandfather
and namesake, was not a man of the pen. The surviving sources tend to indicate that
Aston’s relation of the king’s address was accurate in its substance. The king’s statement
at Chester that he had granted toleration ‘as soon as he could’ was paralleled in another
speech in which he suggested that the reason nonconformists ‘had this Liberty no sooner’
was because of the objections raised by some Protestants.73 The king’s reference at
Chester to ‘a magna Charta for Conscience as well as properties and other liberties’ was
paralleled by his statement to a group of Presbyterians that ‘you shall as well have Magna
Charta for the Liberty of Conscience, as you have had for your Properties.’ The king also
funded a sizeable propaganda campaign that echoed the themes he struck at Chester.74
He had some success in building a political movement that embraced his proposals,
including the new charter for toleration that he and Penn advocated.
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At Chester, as on other occasions in 1687 and 1688, the king sought to reorient
concepts of value that had long been held by Englishmen and women, elevating toleration
as a virtue and omitting Protestantism as a defining characteristic of national belonging.75
The king’s movement for reform was opposed by a counter-movement that sought to
reaffirm the centrality of Protestantism to English nationhood. When the United
Provinces invaded England in November 1688, the leader of the invading forces, Prince
William of Orange, drew on the language of this counter-movement to present himself as
the defender of English liberties against a catholic threat.76 The English Revolution of
1688-9 was propelled by a rejection of the king’s ambitious proposals for reform. In that
sense it was a counter-revolution.
The form of national identity espoused by the king’s opponents was the more
dominant one in early modern England, but its hegemony was incomplete. To borrow a
phrase from a historian writing in a different context, ‘Nationalism is an attribute not of
nations, but of nationalists.’77 Ideas of national character could and often did vary from
person to person. Not all early modern English men and women placed an opposition to
the catholic ‘other’ at the center of their vision of Englishness. Some, including many
Quakers and Catholics, understood their English identity as an attribute defined by
loyalty to a monarch or to a set of moral practices rather than to a particular brand of
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Christianity.78 Historians of James II’s reign have overlooked this clash of national
identities because of an unwarranted assumption that a single nation possesses only a
single form of national identity at any given moment in time.79
The supporters of the king’s measures sought to present themselves as a mass
movement. They composed addresses of thanks to the king after his Declaration for
Liberty of Conscience was issued. These addresses were in some cases signed by
hundreds or even thousands of hands. More than two hundred addresses from various
groups and regions were sent to the king.80 Some were sweeping statements of
tolerationist sentiment while others offered only tepid support. One common theme of
the addresses was that the king had ‘united’ the nation under the standard of liberty. The
situation that had prevailed before the king’s declaration was described in terms
reminiscent of Hobbes’s state of nature. It was a state of affairs that had ‘made one
neighbour to be more like a Turk than a Christian to another’ and had subjected
nonconformists to ‘continual Fears’ of persecution and deprivation. The new state of
affairs, by contrast, had caused a ‘supernatural Union of all English Hearts’. The king’s
declaration had led to a state of peace like the one that had prevailed on Noah’s ark: ‘as in
the miraculous preservation of Government in the Ark, even Creatures of most contrary
Principles live together in the quiet and peaceable enjoyment of themselves’. This
conciliatory effect was attributed to the king himself and to the principle of unified
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sovereignty, for without a monarch to provide peace ‘we are apt to have such Feuds,
Animosities, and Violence one against another, for every difference in Judgment and
Practice, that we should be a miserable People’. It was the monarch who, like a harpist,
had ‘made an Harmony for Your Selfe and People, in the different Sounds from divers
Strings, by the gentle touch of Your most skil[l]ful Hand’. The king, as ‘the Common
Father of Your Country’ and the giver of liberty of conscience, could ensure that the
‘interest of Parties are laid aside, [and] the Common Interest, Trade and Safety of the
Nation, may be advanced and promoted by all’.81 Most of the addresses conspicuously
failed to refer to Protestantism as a source of national unity and strength; instead, the
foundations of national unity were said to be liberty of conscience and the monarchy.
This praise of the monarch went beyond the sort of innocuous boilerplate that would be
expected in any address of thanks to a king. The underlying thesis of the addresses was
that an adept sovereign could take a rattled nation out of its state of disarray and bring it
into a state of civil society.
Anyone who opposed the king’s designs, one loyal journalist wrote, ‘either
do[e]’s not truly understand his Interest, or is no True-English-man’.82 A journalist from
the opposite camp contended that, on the contrary, true patriotism was found in a
readiness to resist the king’s designs: ‘I consider my self as an Englishman as well as a
Protestant; and whatever I conceive may directly or by consequence prejudice my
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Religion, or Civil Rights, I think my self obliged not to consent to it, as I am to answer it
to GOD and my COUNTRY.’ One unhappy critic alleged that the king’s employment of
Catholics in high office was akin to allowing Turks and Muslims to run the government;
either policy would lead to ‘the Destruction of the Kingdom’. Another critic attacked the
toleration of catholic ‘idolatry’, arguing that it would undermine the nation’s very
identity: ‘The Laws and Constitution of a Country do denominate that Country; if
Atheism were here Authorized by Law, this would be an Atheistical Nation; and if
Idolatry be set up by Law, it is an Idolatrous Nation’. An observer of this feud
commented on the adoption of ‘the Air of a Patriott’ in the published critiques of the
king’s policies.83 Varying ideals of patriotism helped to fuel the animosities between the
king’s supporters and his opponents.
The collective behaviour of some Anglicans was characterized by intolerance of
religious dissent. In the summer of 1688 a group of butchers marched through the streets
of London, clashing their cleavers against steel and crying out, ‘No Declaration No
Toleration No Baxter No Pen No Lob’. ‘Baxter’ was Richard Baxter the Presbyterian;
‘Pen’ was William Penn the Quaker; ‘Lob’ was Stephen Lobb the Congregationalist. The
latter two were known allies of the king. In December of 1688 a Quaker meetinghouse
was put to the flames in Sunderland by local rioters during the time of disorder after the
collapse of James II’s government.84 That same month James, unnerved by defections
within his army in the face of the advancing Dutch troops, departed England. Some
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observers took his flight to France as a sign that his allegiance to England was weak;
others saw the opposite in his persistent efforts to regain his throne. The French
ambassador D’Avaux wrote in 1689 that the king had ‘a heart too English to undertake
anything that could vex the English’. This statement echoed one made by James to
Parliament in 1685: ‘I have a True English Heart, as Jealous of the Honour of the Nation
as You can be’.85 The king’s own body had become the grounds on which competing
versions of English national identity were played out.
In seeking to accord full rights of citizenship to religious nonconformists, King
James, a Catholic himself, advocated a new and more incorporative form of collective
belonging. The king maintained that certain traits, including religious belief and physical
complexion, were not an acceptable basis for punishment by the state or quarreling by
individuals. He suggested that national laws and constitutions should be grounded not on
mandating the uniform possession of involuntary characteristics, but rather on
accommodating differences in those characteristics. Unity was not uniformity, and
neither complexion nor religious opinion should be used as grounds for stigmatising
others. This conception of Englishness tended towards a ‘civic’ or political identity in
that it was founded on a common, willed adherence to a political creed or constitution—
the ‘Magna Carta’ for liberty of conscience. The new test of civic virtue would be
adherence to this new ‘Magna Carta’, rather than to a particular religious creed.86
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At Chester and elsewhere during his toleration campaign, James II adopted a
rights-based rhetoric of citizenship that had not previously been used by any English
monarch. It is likely that he borrowed much of this rhetoric from William Penn, yet it is
remarkable, given his reputation as an authoritarian, that he used it at all. This rhetoric
gained a popular purchase among some of those who had been stigmatised by the laws
that the king was seeking to overturn. His inclusive version of English national identity
was overwhelmed nonetheless by a counter-attack that proved more effective than
anything he could muster. Despite his inventive rhetoric and his funding of a broad
propaganda campaign, his power to reshape the ideas of his people had been shown to be
limited. King James had attempted to stretch a concept of national identity that proved
ultimately to be inelastic.
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